Abstract. In this paper, we present selected results to discuss the 1D Mott localization observed in organic conductors and its influence on the nature of the low temperature magnetic ground state. The approach is essentially experimental and gives an occasion to summarize the work made in Bordeaux during the last twenty years. We first briefly describe the main results concerning the TMTTF salts. Then, we focus the discussion on materials presenting uniform organic stacks to emphasize the relevance of 1/4-Umklapp scattering. Results concerning DMtTTF salts are first described, next the example of the recently studied (EDT-TTFCONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 is developed. In both cases, a low T antiferromagnetic ground state is observed, which suggests that the unified phase diagram proposed for the TMTXF series should be generalized, taking into account a progressive loss of centro-symmetry. We finally show how these arguments may rationalize older results found in the TMTTF series.
INTRODUCTION
Soon after the discovery of superconductivity in the TMTSF (tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene) series [1] , it became obvious that the study of their isomorphous sulfur analogs, the (TMTTF) 2 X salts (where TMTTF stands for tetramethyltetrathiafulvalene), was extremely important. In fact, both materials can be considered as belonging to a unique series, alloying a unified description [2] . However, at first sight, the electronic properties of the TMTSF and TMTTF salts seem to be drastically different. At ambient pressure, the selenium compounds are metallic [3] while only a broad minimum of resistivity in seen for the TMTTF salts, at a temperature T ρ close to 300 K. The only exception is (TMTTF) 2 Br which presents a metallic conductivity above 100 K [4] . Below the temperature of this minimum, the electrical conductivity shows an activated behavior, i.e. the electrons become localized.
Inspired by the pioneer work of Emery et al [5] , we suggested that this localization was a 1D process rather than a 3D phase transition [4] . This remark emphasizes the singular behavior of one dimensional conductors which electronic properties are in a large part the consequence of the combined effect of low dimensionality and electron correlations. In the last twenty years, the so called 1D Mott localization has been extensively studied theoretically, exploring the fact that low lying excitations of the 1D electron gas should be described by a Tomonaga-Luttinger model rather than by a standard Fermi liquid theory [6] . In the localized regim, there is a complete decoupling between charge and spin degrees of freedom. In fact, the spin susceptibility of the TMTTF salts shows no anomaly at T ρ , but reveals magnetic phase transitions at lower temperature [4, 7] . In this context, the peculiar crystal structure of these materials and the complete charge transfer to the anions which give a commensurate band filling are important: the 1D Mott localization is enhanced in the commensurate case, when electron-electron Umklapp scattering play an important role [8] . Note that the organic stacks of the TMTXF salts (X = S or Se) are dimerized and the stacking of the molecules is organized into centro-symmetrical dimers. The electronic band which would be quarter-filled for a uniform stack is then effectively half-filled, with a gap controled by the amplitude of the dimerization. Therefore, both 1/2 and 1/4-Umklapp scattering should be considered.
The relevance of Umklapp scattering was already mentioned by Emery et al, to emphasize the sole 1/2-Umklapp term. These authors proposed that the larger dimerization of the TMTTF salts (compared with their Se analogs) was at the origin of the electronic localization. Another important conclusion was that the nature of the low temperature magnetic ground state is also controled by the amplitude of the dimerization, i.e. that a Spin-Peierls (SP) transition is favored in the localized case while a Spin Density Wave (SDW) or a Superconducting state can be found when Umklapp terms are no longer relevant. This idea has been extensively developed, theoretically and experimentally, in particular to discuss the effect of pressure on the TMTXF salts. A nice synthetic presentation can be found in a generic (T, p) phase diagram which presents a unified description for a whole series of materials [2, 9] .
Despites an impressive amount of work, the relative importance of the 1/4-and 1/2-Umklapp terms remains controvertial. The main reason is probably that most materials prepared with molecules derived from TMTTF or TMTSF show the general tendency to form centro-symmetrical dimers. However, there are a few exceptions of salts which present strictly uniform stacks. After a brief summary of the results obtained with dimerized salts, we will focus our presentation on these peculiar materials. Finally, we discuss the nature of the low temperature magnetic ground state of the TMTTF salts to point out the relevance of the charge ordering on the competition between the antiferromagnetic and SP ground states.
TMTTF SALTS AND OTHER DIMERIZED SALTS
Let us first recall some selected results obtained in the TMTTF series. Typical results are given in figure 1 . Figure 1 a) illustrates the electronic localization observed in the TMTTF series at ambient pressure [10] . The minimum of resistivity at T ρ is clearly visible. Note the semi-log scale consistent with the rapid increase of resistance at low temperature. In the case of the Br salt, another anomaly is found around 13 K (T N ) which corresponds to the onset of an AF ordering [11] . The case of (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 will be discussed later. Figure 1 b) gives the spin susceptibility for the AsF 6 salt. It shows the occurrence of a SP phase transition at T SP , while precursor effects are visible below T MF . Similar conclusions have been drawn for (TMTTF) 2 PF 6 from a combined ESR and NMR study [12] .
The Spin-Peierls instability which corresponds to a tetramerization of the organic chains has been extensively studied by X-ray diffuse scattering [13] . In the TMTTF series, these experiments are difficult, as the samples are sensitive to irradiation (most likely because of the presence of the methyl groups). However, similar results can be obtained with another molecule, benzocyclopentyltetrathiafulvalene, abbreviated as BCPTTF, which gives 2:1 salts with monovalent anions [14] . With PF 6 -or AsF 6 -, a low temperature SP ground state has been found either by X-ray scattering or by ESR, confirming the presence of a regime between T SP and T MF where 1D fluctuations are present [15] .
Under pressure, a universal sequence is observed where the SP ground state is first replaced by an AF ordering. The Mott localization is in turn suppressed, the antiferromagnetism becomes itinerant (i.e. should be described as a SDW rather than as a Néel state) and superconductivity is finally observed. It is remarkable that the whole sequence has been observed for (TMTTF) 2 PF 6 [16] .
To conclude this first part, we note that the Spin-Peierls ground state is associated with a large electronic localization in the TMTTF series. Moreover, because of the presence of centro-symmetrical dimers, the relevance of 1/4-Umklapp scattering remains questionable in this series.
SALTS WITH REGULAR ORGANIC STACKS
A few materials have been prepared presenting regular stacks, the 2:1 stochoimetry being preserved. The first example was offered by the dimethyltrimethylenetetrathiafulvalene (DMtTTF) and its selenium analog dimethyltrimethylenetetraselenafulvalene (DMtTSeF), using some tetrahedral anions like ClO 4 or ReO 4 [17, 18] . The monoclinic organization and the presence of a 2 fold axis implies strictly regular organic stacks. While the selenium compounds are metallic, figure 2 a) shows that an electronic localization is still present at ambient pressure for the sulfur compounds. However, this localization is weaker than for most of the TMTTF salts (but comparable to the one found for (TMTTF) 2 Br). Figure 2 b) shows the spin susceptibility of the ClO 4 salt measured by ESR. An AF low temperature ground state is observed as firmly established by the observation of antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) [19] . This is consistent with the universal description proposed for the TMTXF salts as the localization is weak. Note that SP fluctuations are absent (see figure 2 b) .
To bring more definitive conclusions on the possible localization with regular stacks, other systems presenting a weaker electrical conductivity were clearly necessary. A first example is given by (DIDCNQI) 2 Ag [20] . Another system, (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 , (where EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 is a tertiary amide-functionalized ethylenedithiotetrathiafulvalene), closer to the TMTTF salts, has recently been described [21] . Its electrical conductivity is very small at ambient pressure (σ = 0.003 Scm -1 ) and is activated with a large activation energy (E a = 1350 K). This material is therefore a Mott insulator, despites its regular stacks. This definitively demonstrates the relevance of 1/4-Umklapp scattering in the TM series. The spin susceptibility of (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 is given in figure 3 a. As expected, the behavior is close to the one of an Heisenberg chain at high temperatures. Moreover, an AF ordering is found at about 30 K as suggested by the divergence of the ESR linewidth (inset of figure 3 a) and confirmed by the detection of antiferromagnetic resonance at 4 K ( figure 3 b) . This finding is also in agreement with the absence of X-ray diffuse scattering in this material [21] . (DIDCNQI) 2 Ag provides another example of a Mott insulator presenting a low temperature AF ground state [20] .
ABOUT THE NATURE OF THE LOW TEMPERATURE GROUND STATE
The behavior of (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 shows that a strong electronic localization is not the unique condition to favor a Spin-Peierls ground state. This material is not the only exception to the universal description proposed for TMTXF series. In fact, some TMTTF salts, although presenting a Mott localization comparable to the one found in (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 , have an antiferromagnetic ground state at low temperature. This is the case of (TMTTF) 2 SCN or (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 [22] . In both materials, the anions play an important role. In the SCN compound, the anions drive a structural phase transition at 160 K associated by a sudden increase of the electrical resistivity [13b, 23] . Figure 4a shows that a similar situation occurs at 155 K for the SbF 6 salt. Although refered for a long time as a "structureless phase transition" because of the lack of X-ray evidence for a structural effect [24, 25] , dielectric [26, 27] and NMR data [28] have revealed the importance of the anions and the existence of a real phase transition with a symmetry breaking.
Let us discuss in more details the case of octahedral anions. The electrical conductivities of the SbF 6 and AsF 6 salts are compared in figure 1a. The resistive phase transition is clearly visible for the SbF 6 salt. This phase transition is also revealed by a sudden increase of the ESR linewidth [29] . Moreover, a closer examination of the data has revealed that an anomaly is also present, although weaker, for the other octahedral anions. More precisely, alloys have been made to extrapolate between the SbF 6 and AsF 6 (or PF 6 ) cases and the resistive anomaly has been followed continuously [30] . This is shown in figure 4a . The existence of a real phase transition, near 65 K and 100 K for (TMTTF) 2 PF 6 and (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 respectively, has been recently proved by NMR [28, 31] . These temperatures (black dots in figure 4b) are in perfect agreement with the location of the resistive anomaly described in ref. 30 . Finally, it should be noted that the resistive anomaly found for the SbF 6 salt at 1 bar quickly disappears when applying a few kbar [24] . Taking the SbF 6 data shown in ref. 24 ( fig. 1) , the logarithm derivative of the resistivity can be deduced and compared to figure 4a. We find that the 3 kbar curve of (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 is similar the one observed at 1 bar for x = 50% while the 5 kbar data is close to the AsF 6 curve. This indicates that T CO of (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 decreases rapidly with pressure. These data suggest T CO § . DW NEDU DQG 7 CO § . DW NEDU >@ At the same time, the nature and the position of the low temperature magnetic phase transition can be determined from the magnetic susceptibility, as shown in figure 5a. The resulting low temperature phase diagram in given in figure 5b. This figure shows that the SP ground state is quickly suppressed when alloying (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 with SbF 6 . Note also that the paramagnetic phase is stabilized to the prejudice of both the AF and SP ground state for intermediate values of x. Note also ( figure 5 a) that the pseudo-gap already discussed for (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 (as evidenced by figure 1 b) seems to be still present when the SP ground state has been destabilized, and even in (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 where an AF ordering is finally detected.
To begin a discussion, it should be noted that, in the TMTTF series, the Mott localization occurs in presence of the inherent 4k F anion potential. A bond localization, with two equivalent molecules within a dimer is expected if the electronic localization preserves the centro-symmetry. Below the charge ordering observed in (TMTTF) 2 MF 6 salts (M = P, As or Sb), this symmetry is broken and a mixed situation including some site localization is observed [28] .
In the monoclinic DMtTTF salts as in (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 , the crystal symmetry implies equivalent molecules within the organic stacks and therefore is not consistent with a long range 4k F localization [33] . As in (DIDCNQI) 2 Ag [34] , we expect when cooling the emergence of a 4k F diffuse scattering, eventually followed by a 3D charge density wave condensation. Moreover, the nature (bond or site) of the electronic localization, which remains controversial in (DIDCNQI) 2 Ag [35] , is still unknown in the present salts. Following the value of the charge ordering transition in the (TMTTF) 2 MF 6 series, the site localization is expected to be stronger in the SbF 6 salt which shows an AF low temperature ground state. Moreover, from the study of (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 under pressure, it has been shown that the site localization competes with the SP instability [31a] . It is therefore quite natural to assume that only a situation close to centro-symmetry allows the condensation of the SP ground state. This condition would be realized for (TMTTF) 2 AsF 6 and for the alloys with x close to 1 but not for (TMTTF) 2 SbF 6 . In that case, it is natural to find an AF ordering at low temperature. A recent theoretical analysis of the influence of the anion potential supports this argument [36] . Then, the antiferromagnetic ground state found for (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 may be a first indication for the presence of a noticeable site localization.
In conclusion, it is worthnoting that, after more than twenty years, the research on organic conductors is still very active. Remarkably, besides organic conductors and superconductors, the materials with moderate electrical conductivity also play an important role. The best illustration is probably given by the TMTTF salts which can be considered, at ambient pressure, as model systems to study the Mott localization. However, the peculiar crystal structure of these salts implies a competition between 1/2-and 1/4-Umklapp scattering. The emergence of new materials with strictly regular stacks brought new important results and the existence of genuine quarter-filled band Mott insulators definitely proves the relevance of 1/4-Umklapp scattering. In connection with this result, the problem of the competition between bond and site localization emerges. The former preserves the centro-symmetry of the TMTXF stacks, but it has been shown that a charge ordering driven by the anions, which breaks this symmetry, occurs at low temperature and ambient pressure in (TMTTF) 2 MF 6 series [28, 31a] . The nature of the electronic localization remains open in the DMtTTF monoclinic salts or in (EDT-TTF-CONMe 2 ) 2 AsF 6 as the crystal structure implies regular stacks.
The second point concerns the connection between the Mott localization and the nature of the low temperature magnetic ground state. As already suggested [28] , it seems that the universal phase diagram initially proposed for the TMTXF series should be generalized to explain why some strongly localized systems present a low temperature antiferromagnetic ground state rather than a Spin-Peierls instability. An attractive possibility is the introduction of a third axis to account for the amplitude of the site localization, i.e. the loss of centro-symmetry. The construction of a three-dimensional diagram may allow a more complete discussion of the different materials, including the TMTTF salts for which an important charge ordering driven by the anions occurs at low temperature.
